Abstract-With the growth of lightweight robots in industry handling assistance becomes more and more important for solving industrial tasks. We present an adaptive compliance control mode for industrial robots based on a learned equilibrium model. This enables us to cope with changing manufacturing environments, attached grippers as well as devices with inaccurate dynamic models, e.g. stiff tubes, wires, protection shields or hose packages. A further feature of the proposed method is the expandability by an additional parameterization that allows to deal with task variability. In this work we evaluate our approach using the example of a task that incorporates variable payloads. All experiments are conducted in a simulation framework to evaluate the feasibility of the proposed approach for industrial robot scenarios.
I. INTRODUCTION
A flexible production that targets small lot sizes requires flexible usage of industrial lightweight robots. Lightweight robots [1] are used in production systems to close automation gaps where a full automation is not profitable, reasonable or possible. Further, they are supposed to support humans in manufacturing tasks. Therefore, robots and their control systems offer modes to enable intuitive interaction with the human worker. Common modes for interaction are for example gravity compensation and joint impedance mode. These modes are able to react to external forces and compensate the effect of gravity on the robot. For instance, the human worker operates in gravity compensation to perform pick and place tasks of heavy objects with assistance of the robot. In that case, gravity compensation balances the weight of the robot and the load with a counter force to make it moveable with less effort. However, gravity compensation requires exact knowledge about the weight of the robot and work loads. Otherwise, motions of the robot become unpredictable and dangerous for the human worker and the payload. To deal with this problem, the weight of the tool as well as the manipulated object have to be declared to the robot system in advance. This additional effort is a drawback for flexible robot systems that have to adapt quickly to frequently changing tasks in modern manufacturing environments. Although methods for model estimation and parameter search for models of rigid body dynamics exist, e.g. [2] - [4] , they cannot be applied in all cases. For example, high flexibility in the workplace design of the robot leads to an individual configuration setup: E.g. stiff cables, soft grippers or protective shields attached to the actuators. Without an appropriate model of those structures, uncertainties in the dynamics of the robot can occur. A proper application of lightweight robots is not feasible in this situation. Our proposed approach is able to handle unknown weights for an adaptive assistance mode in a constrained workspace. To tackle this issue, we transfer the methods developed in [5] for a soft and continuous robot to a lightweight robot and its corresponding industrial scenario. Therefore, we estimate an equilibrium model of the robot that is able to cope with uncertainties caused by cables, protective shields or welding hose packages which are attached to the robot body. An additional contribution of this work is the extension of the control methods, presented in [5] , to a parameterized configuration of the robot, i.e. variable payloads at the end-effector. For evaluation, we present a simulation driven approach incorporating a realtime physics simulation. The implementation and application of the adaptive handling system splits into two stages. In the first stage we sample the data from random robot movements in the constrained workspace including joint angles and torques. The data is sampled with representative and known payloads. In a second stage an interaction component reacts to external and unknown forces by comparing the predicted and real torques for the current joint configuration. The remaining paper is structured as follows. Section II presents related work to this approach. Our learning methods, control composition as well as software architecture for sim-ulation are described in Section III. Section IV shows details of the experimental setup and the acquisition of data sets. The performance of the experiment with payload variations and the according results are described and discussed in Section V and summarized in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
Modularized production cells are a field of application for adaptive handling assistance where the workspace is limited, rearranged and reconfigured with frequently changing demands of small batch products [6] . The lightweight robot manipulator in this approach is used as a versatile handling subsystem for a customer specific production down to a lot size of one. Regarding dynamic model estimation for gravity compensation, [7] shows the implementation of an adaptive PD controller which results in stability with limited knowledge about the system. It relies on the lower and upper bounds of the inertia matrix, while the inertia and gravity parameters or the payload are unknown, and the PD gains are less precisely tuned. [8] presents an adaptive controller for unknown inertia parameters which is globally convergent. Tests are conducted in simulation on a 2-DOF robot manipulator. However, our study is based on a 6-DOF robot, which introduces more complexity for the robot control. [9] and [10] propose a neural network adaptive control which is able to work with variations within the robot configuration and with unknown payloads, as proved in [11] with experiments on a PR2 robot. Although this method handles unknown weights efficiently in trajectory tracking mode, it does not implement an adaptive handling control mode. [12] and [13] introduce an approach that handles unknown weights which are not solved by either model-based compensation or PID control. According to the authors, a PID control needs fine tuning of gains in order to achieve good performance in the workspace. The authors propose a method for generating exact gravity compensation at a desired set-point, without the knowledge of the robot's dynamic model. However, simulations are presented for a 3R rigid robot arm moving in a vertical plane that is different from our approach on a 6-DOF robot in three dimensional space. [14] shows a payload identification approach for online programming of industrial robots. This method is derived from a robot identification method that allows to integrate the experiment design with geometry and inertia simulation, signal processing, and parameter estimation. Model estimates that target higher DOF robot can be found for example in [2] - [4] , but they focus on parameter estimation for inverse models as well and cannot deal with changing and not existing dynamic models. For the realization of an interactive control without the knowledge of a dynamic model, a hybrid approach was introduced in [5] that combines classical control modes, like PID control, and learning elements. In contrast to the approach of our contribution, it is demonstrated how an inverse equilibrium model can be learned and effectively exploited for quick and agile interactive control on a continuum soft robot. To gain a powerful control architecture for this soft continuum robot, a simulation, analytic tools and middleware have been integrated [15] . Indeed, this approach shows that soft robots as well as non-soft robots, like the UR5, are globally asymptotically stable with different controllers, however it requires deep knowledge on the dynamics parameters of the system and precise tuning.
III. MODEL LEARNING AND CONTROL ARCHITECTURE
This work refers to previous experiments focusing on soft robots [5] , showing an implementation of a gravitycompensation-like mode for soft robots whose dynamic equations are unknown. Therefore, we consider a simplified model, which is restricted to the mechanical equilibrium points of the robot's dynamics. The target platform for experiments, Universal Robot UR5, has six rotational joints, thus we consider an equilibrium model with six joint angles as input and six joint torques as output. Further, we utilize a simulation setup, described in Sec. III-C, to evaluate the feasibility of the control scheme for this industrial lightweight robot. In comparison to the soft robot, equilibrium points are not achieved by applying constant torques τ * until convergence of the joint angles. We utilize an integrated PID controller and sample joint torques of random postures in the workspace. In such a state, neither angles nor torques at each joint change over time:τ =q = q = 0.
whereτ denotes the inverse equilibrium model that represents the direct relation between joint angles q * and torques τ * . In case that a high deflection of the model estimate and the currently sensed torques is observed: |τ (q * ) i − τ * i | > T , i.e. they exceed threshold T , the target angle q i of the i-th joint gets updated. The updated joint angles are estimated by
with β, a scalar factor transforming prediction error to joint angle update. Therefore the joint configuration of the robots follows external forces that cause an unexpected joint torque.
A. Model Learning
For the inverse equilibrium model, the Extreme Learning Machine (ELM) [16] 
The input is connected to the hidden layer by the input matrix W inp ∈ R R×I . The read-out matrix is given by W out ∈ R O×R . For input q, the output of neuron o is computed bŷ
where b j is the bias for neuron j, and f (x) = (1 + e −x )
the logistic activation function. The components of the input matrix W inp and the biases b j are drawn from a random distribution and remain fixed after initialization.
Let D = (A, T ) = (α k , τ k ) with k = 1 . . . N tr be the data set for training, where N tr is the number of training samples. A ∈ R I×Ntr is the collection of angles, and T ∈ R O×Ntr is the matrix of target torques for all N tr samples.
Supervised learning is restricted to the read-out weights W out and accomplished by solving ridge regression [17] :
where H(A) ∈ R R×Ntr is the matrix collecting the hiddenlayer states. The growth of the read-out weights is controlled by the regularization parameter λ.
Parameterized Model Learning: Additionally to the estimation of an equilibrium model for fixed load configurations (III-A), we investigate a parameterization of the learned equilibrium model. Such a parameterization is able to cover variability in the robot or task configuration. We compare two approaches for learning of parameterized models that we explain in the following: a) Extended Input-Space: The first method is based on the idea of extending the input space by adding payload as an additional input. The output remains to be mapped towards the six joint torques. In order to evaluate payload prediction, we also evaluated an ELM learner having joint angles and joint torques as inputs and payload as predicted output.
b) Regression in the Model Space: After having learned the inverse equilibrium models for different payloads, we learn with the second method a mapping from payload parameters to model parameters, as shown in Fig. 2 [18] . We consider the model parameters as output weights W out S of the specialist ELM. The remaining parameters, i.e. input weights and offsets, of each specialist ELM are considered as being equal to each other. A second ELM, the generalist, is used for regression from payload to W out S . The readout weights W out G are estimated with ridge regression, as previously mentioned in Eq. 3. We expect that this method will require fewer training data as the input dimension is smaller. As a result, the ELM generalist parameterizes the ELM specialist by computing its output weights W out s from the input payload p i . The ELM specialist is responsible for the mapping to output torques corresponding to the input six joint angles. [18] . The generalist learner estimates the read-out weights for the specialist learner. Resulting in a generalization in the space of read-out weights.
B. Control Architecture
The control architecture for the proposed assistive handling mode is depicted in Fig. 3 . The equilibrium model (1) estimates the expected torqueτ for the current configuration q * of the robot. The interaction module (3) estimates a desired posture update q based on the error (2) of the predictedτ and real torques τ * of the robot. In case an error threshold is exceeded (4) the current target joint angles (5) are updated or kept unchanged. This ensures that no drifts of the robot actuator occur that are caused by noise or inaccuracies of the learned the equilibrium model. The integrated PID position controller (6) updates the real torques q that are sent to the Simulator (7) and the robot model. 
C. Software Architecture
This section describes the software architecture that visualizes, simulates and controls the UR5 robot. For our experiments with the adaptive handling assistance we use the robot simulator Gazebo [19] to simulate the real robot behaviour. In general, the software architecture is implemented within the robotic framework OROCOS (Open Robot Control Software Project) [20] and its Real-Time capable Toolkit (RTT) [21] . RTT allows an inter-component communication with output and input ports that exchange data between the components. In our case the components mostly provide and receive a six dimensional joint vector corresponding to the six rotational joints of the UR5 robot. Moreover, the software architecture of the UR5 handling assistance represents a component structure that distributes functionalities of the handling framework to each component. Components which are taken into account for handling an unknown weight are a PID controller, Data Collector and an Interaction component. In our setup the PID Controller substitutes the behaviour of the hardware controller and controls the robot by joint torques. Therefore, the input of the PID controller component takes the desired target joint configuration and moves the robot by applying torques on the robot joints. The Data Collector component is switched on while collecting sample data from the simulated UR5 robot in Gazebo.
During this sampling, the mapping between joint torques and the corresponding joint configuration is recorded. If the robot is trained with a sample weight for later use with the adaptive handling mode, the mass at end-effector is recorded as well. Further, the interaction component provides the handling system with the trained equilibrium model via its port. A steady comparison of joint torques in each joint configuration with the provided torques from the Interaction component allows the adaptive handling system to follow external forces. The software architecture combining robot control with OROCOS and simulation with Gazebo offers the user to test his experimental setup. The presented framework architecture allows to integrate models and machine learning algorithms for physical simulation. Sampling the data is possible with less effort than on a real robot and could be done on several machines simultaneously. The sampled data, e.g. the joint torques, are compared and checked towards plausibility to UR5 joint torques on the real robot. Further, sampling data in simulation avoids safety issues like collisions.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
For the experimental evaluation we record a training data set required for the estimation of the equilibrium model. A distinct test data set is used for evaluation of the quality of the equilibrium model. As argued in [5] , the quality of the equilibrium influences the threshold for posture update and therefore interaction quality. The better the model approximation of the equilibrium states of the UR5 robot, the lower the threshold T and consequently the higher is the sensitivity of the robot to external forces. In case T is chosen to low, system noise triggers a position update which results in undesired drifts of the robot. Further evaluations target the interaction quality by analyzing the sensitivity of the robot in the real application, i.e. simulation. We evaluate the generalization capabilities to fixed load configurations in a first step in Section V-A, followed by experiments targeting variable load conditions in V-B. For the variable load configuration we evaluate the quality of torque prediction as well as the prediction of the current load situation.
Acquisition of Data Sets
To ensure data recording in an equilibrium state, the robot's positions and joint torques are measured 3.5 seconds after the joint command is sent in order to reach torque stabilization. The recording constitutes of random positions that are chosen between specific intervals from inside the robot workspace. Overall 15625 random positions are collected, as we collect 5 random joint angles and the robot has 6-DOF (5 6 = 15625). Joint positions are joint angles measured in radians and joint torques are measured in Newton meters. We split the collected data set randomized into equally sized training and test sets. As shown in Fig. 1 the real robot has to operate in a constrained workspace.
The given joint angle ranges, shown in Table I , ensure save operation and valid robot configurations in the workspace without self-collision or collision with the environment. 
) that prevents the UR5 robot of self-collisions or collisions with the environment. Variable Payload: For the evaluation of variable load configurations, we record a new data set containing joint torques and joint positions with respect to the parameterization, i.e. payload at the end-effector. For the evaluation data set, we use the same random sampling as before with an additional randomization of the payload between 0-5 kg. Further we record a data set with payloads between 5-10 kg to evaluate the extrapolation performances of the algorithms beyond the real robot hardware limits. Due to the requirements of the model space learning we cannot use random payload samples for training. Therefore we can refer to the data set of fixed payloads. Such data reflects the conditions expected for the scenario in real application cases, since in a common use case only a set of fixed conditions are available for training. Therefore, our training data set includes payloads of 0, 1, 3, 5 kg over randomized robot configurations as before.
V. EXPERIMENTS
As described in Section III-B and III-C, evaluation is done for four experiments: First we evaluate the assistive mode for fixed payload conditions. Subsequent experiments target variable payload conditions, therefore we evaluate the predictability of the payload by observing joint angles and torques. Finally we compare two methods for the parameterized estimation of expected joint torques.
A. Inverse Equilibrium Model for Fixed Payloads
First, we evaluate the applicability of learning an inverse equilibrium model of the robot specific to each payload. The learning is evaluated for 0 kg (no payload), 1 kg, 3 kg, and 5 kg payloads attached to the end-effector. Since joint 1 (robot base) and joint 6 (end-effector) are not affected by gravity, the mean prediction for those joints have to be zero over random postures. Therefore we focus the evaluation on the remaining 4-DOF of the robot.
Mapping of Joint Positions and Joint Torques: An ELM learner, as described in Sec. III-A, is utilized in order to learn the equilibrium model. The inputs are the current joint angle configurations of the robot and desired outputs are the associated torques for each joint. To find a sufficient parametrization for model learning, we conducted a grid search with five-fold cross validation. Fig. 4 shows the result for variable hidden layer size and regularization λ. Performance of the ELM is evaluated in terms of MSE (Mean Squared Error) on the test set for each payload. The results show that a low regularization in combination with a small amount of training samples can lead to a reduced performance, most probably caused by overfitting. Based on the evaluation of the cross validation results, we have selected the parameterization of the learner. Further, Table III presents the parameter choice for each trained payload. We decided between a compromise of low performance degradation and a small hidden layer size for N = 7500 training samples. To evaluate performance of the ELM for each payload, the whole evaluation procedure is repeated ten times and the mean and variance of the MSE is computed. Table II presents the joint MSE and the variance obtained for each payload on the evaluation set trained on N = 5000 random samples of the training set. It can be observed that the error and variance increase with the payload, since the torque range increases with the payload at the end-effector as well. However, the error of joint 4 decreases with heavier payloads. In this case the payload force stabilise the behaviour of the PID controller in certain joint configurations. Threshold Estimation: Threshold T (Eq. 1) allows an update of the robot posture in the adaptive handling mode during simulation. Therefore, the end-effector payload is set to the model payload and the robot is brought to ten different fixed positions. The torque difference for each joint is read. For most positions, the torque difference is in the range of errors in Table II . However, for extreme configurations in which the robot arm is approximately horizontal or vertical, these prediction errors increase significantly. As the robot should keep a stable position in its whole workspace, the maximum of each joint error is chosen as a threshold. Table IV presents these thresholds for each joint and each payload.
Evaluation by Visualization of Sensitivity: To evaluate the quality of the interaction, the robot enters several fixed positions with a 1 kg payload. We measure the additional payload of the robot from which the robot starts updating its posture, as shown in Fig. 5a , 5b. Since this evaluation only covers forces in the direction of the gravity, we perform an additional evaluation with directional forces at the endeffector, see Fig. 5c, 5d . Due to the redundancy of the robot, different sensitivities for the same end-effector position can be achieved, as shown in Fig. 5 . Hidden Layer Size 
B. Variable Payload
The second part of the experiments focuses on the parametrization of the learned equilibrium model. As mentioned in Sec. III, we compare two methods of integrating the parameterization. For our experiments we use a variable load of the end-effector, but other continuous process parameter could be used as well, e.g. filling level of a bottle, material density or deformation. As previously, the parameters for learning the equilibrium model are optimized with a grid evaluation of a five-fold cross-validation. For the first method, we utilize a combined input space of joint angles and the payload at the end-effector to predict the required torques for each joint, as explained in Sec. III-A. However, when a robot handles an object or is in a certain configuration, the parameterization might be unknown. Therefore, we also evaluate the prediction of the model parameterization, i.e. payload. We do this by learning an ELM model with joint angles and torques as input and the current payload as output. For the second method we use a model space learning approach, therefore we train separate ELM models that map joint angles to torques for different load configurations. A second generalist ELM is trained to generalize between the readout weights of the torque prediction, as mentioned in Sec. III-A.
Method I: Input Space Extension: This algorithm uses the joint angles and the payload as input to predict the torque for a given robot configuration. The hidden layer is set to 1500 neurons and the regularization is set to λ = 10 −5 . Like in the previous experiment, the result of the five-fold cross validation to estimate sufficient parameters can be found in Fig. 6a & 6c. To predict the payload, all six joint angles and six joint torques are used as input. As before the results of the five-fold cross validation can be found in Fig. 6b & 6d Hidden Layer Size 
λ = 10
−4 . For training we used samples of our training data set with 0 kg, 1 kg, 3 kg, and 5 kg payload. The evaluation in comparison to the the model space learning approach is shown in Fig. 9(a-d) , the evaluation of the prediction of the payload can be found in Fig. 8 . It can be seen that the parameterized ELM model is able to reduce the prediction error in the case of torque and payload prediction significantly. In case of the extrapolation data set, it can be seen that the MSE of the torque prediction can not be significantly reduced by the ELM model (Fig. 9(e-h) ). In case of the payload prediction (Fig. 8) , the error is reduced as well although it can not reach the performance level as in the region of presented training data.
Method II: Model Space: For all samples of the training set with the same payload, a separate specialist ELM is trained, with a hidden layer of 500 neurons and a regularization of λ = 10 −5 . The randomly selected inputs weights W inp are shared to be able to generalize between the learner in the readout matrix W out . To learn the mapping of context parameters (i.e. payload) and output weights W out of the specialist ELMs, a generalist learner, responsible for the model space, is used with a hidden layer size of 20 neurons and a regularization of λ = 10 −9 . Again we estimated the parameters as in the previous case by fivefold cross validation as shown in Fig. 7 . Since only a few data points for estimation of a mapping from payload parameterization to read-out weights are available, we expect high regularization and a low number of required hidden neurons. This assumption is confirmed as shown in Fig. 7 , which shows the results of the mean squared error on the test set in relation to the parameterization of the learner. As shown in Fig 9(a-d) , in comparison to method I the model space approach reaches comparable performance on the mean squared error for high amount of training data, the results indicate a slightly faster error decay, especially for training set sizes around 100 samples. For the comparison on the extrapolation data set, it can be seen that the model space learner has a higher variance for low amount of training data but is able to reach a better generalization for high number of training samples (Fig. 9(e-h) ).
C. Discussion
The simulation results suggest that the application of an equilibrium model for implementation of a compliant control mode is feasible for industrial lightweight robots. As shown in Sec. II, we are able to apply the equilibrium model for a range of different end-effector payloads. Beside the mean squared error on a distinct test set, we evaluated the sensitivity to external forces (Fig. 5 ) of the estimated model, sensitivity encodes which forces are necessary at the endeffector to trigger the adaptation of the robot's posture. By extending the equilibrium model with a parametrization for variable payloads, we have shown that a generalization of the predicted torques is possible for unobserved payload conditions. Additionally, we were able to predict the current payload by observing the joint position and torques (Fig. 8) . We compared the combined input space with model space learning and we have shown that beside a slightly better performance during the learning process with small amounts of training data (Fig. 9) , the model space learning has beneficial extrapolation capabilities, e.g. for high load conditions. As shown, the ELM of the combined input space is not able to generalize to the extrapolation data set, which can be caused by the higher number of hidden layer neurons.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have shown the integration, implementation and evaluation of our adaptive handling system on an industrial lightweight robot. The implementation of the model learning algorithms and sampling of data sets were supported by a simulation based framework. However, the adaptation to external forces, by following their direction, is realized by utilization of a learned equilibrium model without the need to model the dynamics of the robot. This allows to cope with attached devices as well as devices with inaccurate dynamic models, e.g. stiff tubes, wires, protection shields or hose packages. The experiments demonstrate a successful parameterization of the equilibrium model and compare different learning concepts. Evaluation was conducted in simulation and focuses on fixed as well as variable load configurations. Our results indicate that the proposed system can be applied in industrial use cases as well and we argue that a learning approach can be beneficial in highly flexible and uncertain application areas.
Future work includes the transfer of the results gathered by simulation to the real UR5 robot platform and evaluation of interaction with human users.
